Pioneering in open education: first experiences with cross institutional community building and sharing educational resources in math and nursing in Dutch higher Education (flagship projects)
Opening
What’s your main role in your institution?

- Educator
- Community manager
- Educational Management
- Support
- Other
Flagship: Bachelor of nursing

- 17 Dutch bachelor of Nursing universities
- One education profile
- Share learning materials
- Quality model
Flagship: Bachelor of nursing

- Community
- Online
- Face 2 face
Flagship: Open Up Math (4TU)

Participation of all 4 Dutch Technical Universities:

1. Delft University of Technology
2. Eindhoven University of Technology
3. University of Twente
4. Wageningen University & Research

Topics: Community Building and Sharing Educational Materials
Flagship: Open Up Math (4TU)

Community Building
• Survey and responses from 95 participants across the 4TUs
• Roadshows (to share survey results and collect ideas)
• InterTU Study Day (meet face-to-face)

Sharing Educational Materials
• Pilot repository EQUELLA and survey
• Copyrights (awareness)
What’s your level of experience with professional communities?

Not experienced

Some experience

Very experienced
What are, in your opinion, the benefits of a community?
What’s your level of experience with open educational resources?

Not experienced

Some experience

Very experienced
How can a community contribute to sharing educational resources?